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The development of Taiwan journalism and communication education is deeply 
affected by social change factors and study of discipline level which hasn’t got 
enough attention from the systematic research perspective between Chinese 
mainland and Taiwan. According to those two influences, this Dissertation divides 
the course of  Taiwan journalism and communication education into: 1, the first 
time—the education to maintain the the leadership position of Kuomintang 
Government (1951-1973); 2, the second time— taking the economic construction as 
the leading rule of education (1974-1991); 3, the third time—take the market and 
technology as the leading roles of Taiwan journalism education (1992-present). And 
in every period ,this dissertation discusses the main departments setting, Curriculum 
design and its characteristics, educators research, educatee research and the relation 
between intellectual and institutionalization of discipline respectively. 
This paper finds that, in the course of Taiwan’s journalism education, the idea 
of education and pattern of training have always been adjusted by social change 
which is one of the determining factors , and some element plays a relatively 
important role in different period. 
The relation between intellectual and institutionalization of discipline in one 
subject are closely linked. The intellectual characteristics of Taiwan are: the subject 
research mainly transplants western academic theory especially American; although 
critical theory have been introduced into research methods with the awareness of 
local problems, empirical research is the domination method which consist of 
behavioral scienceand social science. Affected by this, the journalism and 
communication education in Taiwan has taken marketization and pragmatism as the 
guidance, theory study is weak and ignored for a long time. Because of the lack of 















teach"appeared. The main faculties of Taiwan have discussed it and reformed the 
core courses for several times and still in the exploration. 
In the early years,  the main purpose of  journalism and communication 
education in Taiwan was to train propaganda personnel for government  and 
satisfied the needs of press.From 1970 to 1990’ s, more attention had been paid to 
the demand of market by setting comlete majors; after 1990 s, when entering a 
highly commercialized stage, market principle and strength of science and 
technology have showed strong traction on education. The practical course teaching 
and social education are also distinctive.On the curriculum , Taiwan has experienced 
from party-oriented education to focusing on the journalism practicecources ,then to 
cultivation of literate, historic and philosophy while setting up assistant departmend, 
Until now the dominant flexible program which giving students more autonomy to 
chose courses. Most of the teachers of Taiwan have received American education, 
the “National” Chengchi University of Taiwan has trained enormous teachers for 
many universities. With the education evaluation, the study of alumni resources and  
teaching feedback of educatees has been valued by all universities,growing out of 
nothing. Graduate Employment of the traditional journalism and mass 
communication is difficult in Taiwan’s limited jobs market, the employment 
situation has restrainted  eath other with a bigger difference. This dessertation finds 
that intellectual of discipline has been influenced by the trend of the times obviously, 
the research expertise and interest of teacher's influence the curriculum and teaching 
content and forming the schools style. Postgraduate students are influenced by their 
toutors in the process of regeneration knowledge when wrting thesis 
Finally, the main result of the dissertation is reviwed  and some problems for 
further research and teaching will be expected. 
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